Introduction
In this paper we are concerned with an oriented congruence, i.e. with an equivalence relation <5 (or a halfequivalence <5), which induces an equidistance relation = with èÇ.=.
For every halfequivalence SC. X x X the relations 60S and S U 6 o 6 are equivalence relations in the set À" (cf. [3] ). In some earlier papers we have investigated situations in which 6 o S or 6 U 6 o 6 is an affine parallelity relation (or directed affine parallelity relation), see [5] , [6] . In such a way we have obtained the systems which correspond (up to mutual definability) to metric affine, ordered affine, or ordered metric affine planes.
In this paper we consider the situation in which «ioioriUioi coincides with the equidistance relation = of some metric affine plane (and 6 £=). It is not too difficult, to prove that for every equidistance relation = in the set X there exists a halfequivalence 6 with S o 6 ==, but in general the resulting structure (X;6) is not sufficiently homogeneous. We shall show that homogeneous structures (X;6) inducing an equidistance relation = really exist. Some general properties and characterizations of such structures are established. For convenience we define the norm v e m F x F by v e (a) = aa. The structure ^(V?) is a commutative ring and the set R(3"(y/F)) = F X {0} is a subring of ^(n/e), isomorphic to 5 under the map a -> (a,0). Every structure ^(y/e) will be called a complex ring; thus complex ring is a special kind of commutative ring with the distinguished involutive automorphism. Whenever e ^ a 2 for all a 6 F, the ring is a-commutative field.
Basic notions and definitions
The procedure which yields from J and £ is a well known Cayley's Method generalizing the construction of complex numbers and dual numbers (cf. [1] ).
Given any complex ring <£ = (C; +, -, 0,1, we define the equidistance relation =<r, the orthogonality relation and the parallelity relation ||c as follows One can easily calculate that if £i ^ £2, then A(3"(-v/^i)) = MSTv/^))-I 11 fact, the affine plane A^^/i)) coincides with the usual affine plane coordinated by 3" (cf. [7] ). Now let us consider an ordered commutative field 5" = (F; +, •, 0,1, <) and let e 6 F, s ^ 0. In the set C = F x F we define the betweenness relation By C C 3 as follows (cf. [7] ):
The ordered Gaussian plane over (J, £) is finally defined to be the structure G(ff, £ ) = <C;= C ,BJ>. An alternative approach which makes use of the notion of directed complex field is presented in [4] . Evidently, the Gaussian plane G({$",£) is an expansion of the structure E(5( v /F)). Finally, given any line K and points a, b, G C we set Let # be an ordered field and let e € F, e / A 2 for all A € F. We begin with a geometric definition of the relation =(5, e )-First we define auxiliary Clearly, the relation is definable in G(3", £) and thus it is invariant under automorphisms of G^f)* in particular under isometries and similarities. PROPOSITION Proof. If a = {a,P), then aa = (a 2 -e/3 2 ,0). Thus the symmetry of i s an immediate consequence of Proposition 1. Next we prove that a -a for every a = (a,P). Indeed, clearly aa = (-a) (-a) and in this case the coefficient 7 given by Proposition 1 is In the sequel we shall establish some more important properties of the relations ^ and
Converse and oriented congruence
To this aim we shall define some classes of transformations of complex fields. For any complex ring £ = \Je) we set
The following characterization of the class Is(E(<£)) is known (cf. [2] ):
/ € Is(E(<£)) iff for some a € |<£| with aa = 1 and for some 6
Elements of Is(E(£)) are called isomelries of E(<£), clearly they form a transformation group. Isometries characterized by the condition (i) form a subgroup denoted by Is + (E(£)); such transformations are called direct isometries. Let
Is~(E(<£)) = Is(E(<£)) \ Is + (E(<£)). Finally Tr(E<£)) will be the group of translations and II(E(<£)) -the set of central symmetries of the plane E<£). Evidently G(3",£) is an expansion of the structures CE^, £), SE(3",£), and E(£, e) and the structures CE(y, e) and SE(3", e) are definable in G(J, e); thus we can use symbols IS(6(Ï,Ê)), IS(SE(3",£)), and Is(CE(5',£)) in their natural meaning. 
yx is a similarity of G(3", £)) and thus it preserves Therefore ax + 6 ^ x + 6, so f(x)f(y) ^ xy for all x, y.
(ii) is proved analogously.
• THEOREM 10. If e > 0, then the following conditions hold:
Proof, (i) is a consequence of the definition and (ii) is a consequence of Proposition 2.
To prove (iii) we note first that by Proposition 6, CIs(G(F, £)) is a transformation group. Evidently
CIS(G(S,£)) U SIS(G(5\£)) C IS(G(5,£)).
Let E(E(5(\/£)) be the set of axial symmetries of the plane E(J( V /F)). We shall prove that We are going to prove that (3(3", e) is definable in CE(3",£) and thus ordered Euclidean geometry can be formulated in terms of one primitive notion ^ which is a halfequivalence, such that ^ U(^) 2 ==, and satisfying conclusions of Theorems 11, 12 and 13.
Indeed, every element / of Is~(G(Ç, £)) can be written in the form / = g o h with h e £(£(£(>/£)), 9 G Tr(G(ï,e)) and in the form f = g'o h\ where h' e E(E(ff(v^)), g' € n(6(ff,e)) (cf. [FB]). Now (**) Mows from (i), (ii), and (*). The condition (**) immediately yields (iii) and the condition SIs(G(ff,£)) (iv) & (v) is a consequence of Lemma 9 and (i), (ii) and (iii
Let us fix a commutative ordered field ^ and e G F = |5"| with £ > 0. , q)[a, c G M e (p, q) b £ M e (p, g)].
We say that squares are dense in 3" iff 5 satisfies the following condition:
PROPOSITION 16. Let squares be dense in 5" and let e > 0 be arbitrary, or let e be a square in $ and J be arbitrary.
Then B £ = By.
Proof. Proposition 15 immediately yields that By C B e . Let a,c be points with a -fi c. Assume B e (abc). If b = a or b = c, then the thesis is evident; thus we assume b ^ a,c. First we prove
Without loss of generality we can assume a = (-7,0), c = (7,0), 7 > 0. By Lemma 14, it suffices to find a > 0 with 7 2 < ea 2 and set p = (0, -a), q = (0,a).
Clearly, B e (abc) implies that a,b,c are collinear. To complete the proof it suffices to show the following:
Again, without loss of generality we can assume a = (-7,0), b = (7,0), c = (77,0), and 0 < 7 < 7/. In view of Lemma 14, we need to find a > 0 with 7 2 < sa 2 < T} 2 . Such a must exist, if squares are dense in Note that if e = A 2 , then both (i) and (ii) remain valid without assuming squares to form a dense set. Indeed, to prove (i) we set a = ^ + 1 and to prove (ii) we set a = • Then we come to the main THEOREM 17. If squares are dense in then for arbitrary e with e > 0 the structure G(3", e) is definable in CE(5',£) and in SE(5',s).
Proof. Proof is immediate in view of Propositions 7 and 16.
• As a consequence we get that the relation and the relation ^e can be used as a primitive notion for the theory of the class {<G(J,e) : 3" -an ordered field, e > 0, squares are dense in 5}.
General investigations on oriented congruence
In this section we shall establish some properties of the general notion of oriented congruence. Let e ^ A 2 for all A € F and let £ = E(3"(s/z)) = (P\ =) be a fixed equidistance plane; let ^C P 2 x P 2 be a weak oriented congruence i.e. a binary relation on segments satisfying OCl and the following conditions:
OCO ^ is an equivalence relation. OC2
for all a, be, d e P ab = ed O ab ^ cdV ab ^ dc.
From the assumptions the relation = defined by the condition We begin with some relationships between the above conditions. Proof. We note the following fact: Immediately we get. Proof. If / £ Tr(<£), then / = g 2 for some g <E Tr(<£). Clearly g € Cls(im) U Sls(im) implies g 2 6 CIs(9K), which proves the thesis.
•
We write for short D instead of D lst +( C ). The structure VJX = {P; will be called a homogeneous oriented congruence plane iff ^ is an oriented congruence satisfying Cc and C1I. Proof. By [<£ : 6] = 2 we get Tr C 6. Since II n 6 = 0, the relation satisfies OC1. The condition OCO and OC2 are evident, so is an oriented congruence. The equality CIs(97I) = 6 follows from 2-rigidity of the group Ist + (<£) and therefore 9Jt is homogeneous.
• Thus one can see that homogeneous oriented congruences in E(£) are in a one to one correspondence with sets U C F x F such that (i) -I £ U, and (ii) U is a subgroup of index 2 in the multiplicative group {a £ F x F : v{a) = 1}.
For a given homogeneous congruence we have U = {x : Ox ^ 01}; and given a set U with (i) and (ii) we define 6 = {/ : 
